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BLOCH, Konrad E. (biochemistry), USA
BLUMBERG, Baruch S. (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Nobel Laureate
BRIGGS, Lord (chemistry), United Kingdom
Chancellor Open University, Milton Keynes
BRODSKY, Joseph (literature), USA
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Cambridge. Nobel Laureate
BROWN, Herbert C. (chemistry), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
CALVIN, Melvin (chemistry), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington; Japan Academy. Nobel Laureate
CHANDRASEKHAR, Subrahmanyan (physics, astrophysics), India/USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
CLARK, Paul (physics), United Kingdom
Faculty of Science (Dean), Open Univ., Walton Hall, Milton Keynes
COHEN, Stanley (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
COLONNETTE, David (politics), Canada
Past Minister of State for Multiculturalism, Ottawa
CORMACK, Allan M. (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
CRAM, Donald J. (chemistry), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
DAUSSET, Jean (medicine), France
Mouvement Universel pour la Responsabilité Scientifique (President)
DEBREU, Gerard (economics, mathematics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
DEISENHOFER, Johann (chemistry), FRG/USA
Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Dallas. Nobel Laureate
DESMOND, Barry (politics), Ireland
Past Minister for Health and Social Welfare, Dublin
DUBININ, Nikolai (biology), USSR
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow
DULBECCO, Renato (biology), Italy
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
ECCLES, Sir John (medicine); Australia/United Kingdom
Australian Academy of Science, Canberra City. Royal Society, Nobel Laureate
EIGEN, Manfred (physics, chemistry), FRG
Max-Planck-Society, Munich/Göttingen. Nobel Laureate
ELION, Gertrude B. (biochemistry), USA
American Chemical Society. Nobel Laureate
ESAKI, Leo (physics), Japan/USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
EVERS, Karl (politics, economics), Belgium
Minister of Economic Affairs, Brussels
FAURE, Edgar (politics, law), France
Sénat de la République Française. Paris. Former Prime Minister and Minister
FEYZIOGLU, Turhan (politics, law), Turkey
Former Vice-President and Minister of Education
FITCH, Val L. (physics), USA
American Academy of Sciences. Nobel Laureate
FOLESADAL, Dagfinn (economics), United Kingdom
Norwegian Academy of Science, Oslo
FOWLER, William A. (physics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
FUJINAMI, Takao (politics, economics), Japan
Prime Minister’s Office, Past Vice-Director, Nokosono’s Cabinet, Tokyo
FUKUI, Kenichi (chemistry), Japan
Japan Academy. Nobel Laureate
GAJDESEK, D. Carleton (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
GARCIA-HOZ, Victor (education), Spain
Real Academia de Ciencias Morales y Políticas, Madrid
GLASER, Donald A. (physics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
GLASHOW, Sheldon L. (physics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
GOLDING, William (literature), United Kingdom
The Royal Society, London, Nobel Laureate
GONELLA, Maldonado (politics, medicine), Portugal
Past Minister of Health, Lisbon
GOPAL-AYENGAAR, A. R. (biology), India
Itd. Natl. Sci. Acad; Int. U. of Pure & Applied Biophys. (Past Vice-President)
GRODZINSKY, Dmitry (botany), USSR
Ukrainian S.R. Academy of Sciences, Kiev
GUNHAN, Arif (mathematics), Turkey
University of Istanbul
HAUPTMANN, Herbert A. (crystallography, mathematics), USA
American Mathematical Society. Nobel Laureate
HAUSEN, Harald zur (medicine), FRG
Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum (President), Heidelberg
HEINEN, Edmund (economics), FRG
HENNON, Robert (politics, law), Belgium
Minister of State, Former Minister of Finance, Brussels
HEROLES, Jesus Reyes (politics, education), Mexico
Minister of Education, Mexico City
HERSCHBACH, Dudley (chemistry), USA
HERVE, Huskyn (science), Belgium
Université Libre de Bruxelles (President)
HERZBERG, Gerhard (chemistry, astrophysics), Canada
The Royal Society of Canada, Ottawa. Pontificial Academy, Nobel Laureate
HORLOCK, J. H. (science), United Kingdom
The Open Univ. (Vice-Cancellor), Walton Hall, Milton Keynes
Hounsfield, Sir Geoffrey N. (medical physics and electronics), United Kingdom
The Royal Society, London. Nobel Laureate
HEWISH, Antony (physics, astronomy), United Kingdom
The Royal Society, London. Nobel Laureate
HITCHINGS, George H. (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
HODGKIN, Dorothy (medicine), United Kingdom
The Royal Society, London. Nobel Laureate
HOFSTADTER, Robert (physics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
HOLLEY, Robert W. (molecular biology), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
HUBEL, David H. (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
HUSEN, Torsten (education), Sweden
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Stockholm
IKEMI, Yujiro (psychosomastics), Japan
Intern. College of Psychosomatic Medicine, Japan. Sei. Psychosom. Med. (Pres.)
JABLONSKI, Assen (medicine), Bulgaria
Medical Academy (President), Sofia
JERNE, Niels (biology, medicine), Denmark/Canada
Royal Danish Academy of Sciences, Copenhagen. Nobel Laureate
JONAS, Hans (philosophy), USA
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Cambridge
JOSEPHSON, Brian (physics), United Kingdom
The Royal Society, London. Nobel Laureate
KARLE, Jerome (crystallography, physical chemistry), USA
International Council of Scientific Unions. Nobel Laureate
KAUFMANN, Arthur (law), FRG
Intern. Association for Philosophy of Law, German Sect. (President), Munich
KENDREW, Sir John (molecular biology), United Kingdom
IUSU (President). The Royal Society, London. Nobel Laureate
KHATTAB, Ezzat (arts), Saudi Arabia. King Saud University (Dean), Riyadh
KJORANA, Har G. (biochemistry), India/USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
KLITZING, Klaus von (physics), FRG
Max-Planck-Society, Munich/Stuttgart. Nobel Laureate
KÖHLER, Georges F. (biology), FRG
Max-Planck-Society, Munich/Freiburg. Nobel Laureate
KOTHARI, Daulat S. (physics, science policy), India
Ind. Natl. Science Academy (Past President), J. Nehru Univ. (Chancellor)
KUZIN A.M. (biophysics), USSR
Medical Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow
KUZIN M. (medicine), USSR
Medical Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow
LABASTIDA, Francisco (economics, politics), Mexico
Minister of Energy, Mines and Industries, Mexico City

LACOMBE, Olivier (philosophy), France
Académie des Sciences morales et politiques, l’Institut de France, Paris
LAMB Willis E. jr. (physics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
LANGSET, Lars Roar (politics), Norway
Minister of Cultural and Scientific Affairs, Oslo
LEE, Yuan T. (chemistry), China. USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
LEHN, Jean-Marie (chemistry), France
LEPRINCE-RINGUET, Louis (literature, science), France
Académie Française; Académie des Sciences, l’Institut de France, Paris
LEVY-MONTALCINI, Rita (medicine), Italy
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rome. Nobel Laureate
LIECHTENSTEIN, Erbprinz Hans-Adam von, Vaduz, Liechtenstein
LIPSZCMB, William (chemistry), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
LUUCH, Ernest (politics, economics), Spain
Minister of Health and Consumer Affairs, Madrid
LÖNNING, Inge Johann (theology), Norway
Norwegian Acad. of Science and Letters. Univ. of Oslo (Rector)
LORINZ, Konrad (medicine), Austria
Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften. Nobel Laureate
LOWN, Bernard (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
LUST, Reimar (physics), FRG
European Space Agency (President), Max Planck Society (Past President)
MacCANA, Proinsias (literature), Ireland
Royal Irish Academy (President), Dublin
MAHOUL, Naguib (literature), Cairo, Egypt. Nobel Laureate
MAURER, Ion Gheorghe (political economics), Romania
Academy of the Socialist Republic of Romania, Bucharest
MAYSTADT, Philippe (politics), Belgium
Minister of Science, Brussels
MEER, Simon van der (accelerator physics), the Netherlands
Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie v. Wetenschappen, CERN. Nobel Laureate
MERA, Amrío Pérez (medicine), Dominican Republic
Minister of Public Health, Santo Domingo
MERRIFIELD, Bruce (chemistry), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate
MEYER-ABICH, Klaus (politics, philosophy, physics), FRG
Past Minister of Science and Research, Hamburg State Parliament
MICHEL, Hartmut (biology), FRG
Max-Planck-Society, Frankfurt
MORAN, Fernando (politics, law, economics), Spain
Past Minister of Foreign Affairs, Madrid
MÖSSBAUER, Rudolf (physics), FRG
Bayer: Akad. der Wiss.; Pontifical Acad. of Science, Rome. Nobel Laureate
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MOntT, Sir Neville (physicist), United Kingdom
The Royal Society, London. Nobel Laureate

MILLER, K. Alex (physicist), Switzerland
IBM, Zurich Research Laboratory, Rüschlikon. Nobel Laureate

NAthIANS, Daniel (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate

NEEL, Louis (physics), France

NEVI, Aldo Carlos (medicine, politics), Argentina
Minister of Health and Social Action, Buenos Aires

NEIRENBERG, Marshall (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate

OCHOA, Severo (medicine), Spain
Real Academia de Ciencias Exactas, Físicas y Naturales. Nobel Laureate

OLDHAM, Charles H. G. (geophysics), United Kingdom
University of Sussex (President); United Nations Advisory Committee on Science and Technology for Development

ORLOWSKI, Tadeusz (medicine), Poland
Polish Academy of Sciences; Hungarian Academy of Sciences (Hon. Member), Warsaw

PARELSI, Bruno (law), Italy
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rome

PESANT, Limus (peace, chemistry), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate (peace, chemistry)

PEIXOTO, Flavio Rios (economics, politics), Brazil
Minister of Urban Development and Environment, Brazil

PEYREFITTE, Alain (politics, philosophy), France
Académie Française, Assemblée Nationale, Paris. Former Minister of Science

PLATTEER, Max (education), Austria
Former Deputy of Tirol, Innsbruck

POLAN, John Ch. (chemistry), Canada
The Royal Society of Canada, Ottawa. Nobel Laureate

POKOROV, Azaria (philosophy), Bulgaria
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia

POPELA, Tadeusz (medicine), Poland
Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw

POPPER, Sir Karl (philosophy), United Kingdom
The Royal Society, London

PORTER, Sir George (chemistry), United Kingdom
The Royal Society, London. Nobel Laureate

PRELOG, Vladimir (chemistry), Switzerland
The Royal Society, London. Nobel Laureate

PRIGOGINE, Ilya (chemistry), Belgium
Académie Royale des Sciences de Belgique, Brussels. Nobel Laureate

PROSKOROV, Alexander M. (physics), USSR
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow. Nobel Laureate

QUERALT, Antonio (philosophy), Vatican City State
Pontifico Università Gregoriana, Rome

RASHEV, Michael (medicine), Bulgaria
Medical Academy (Past President), Sofia

REICHESTEIN, Tadeus (medicine), Switzerland
Académie Suisse des Sciences Médicales. Nobel Laureate

RICKER, Burton (physics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate

ROBBINS, Frederick C. (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate

ROHREI, Heinrich (physics), Switzerland
IBM, Zurich Research Laboratory, Rüschlikon. Nobel Laureate

ROTHENSTREICH, Nathan (philosophy), Israel
Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, Jerusalem

RUBBIA, Carlo (physics), Italy
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rome; European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)

(Rademic President); Nobel Laureate

RUSKA, Ernst (physics), FRG
Dr. Akademie der Naturforscher Leopoldina, Halle/Saale. Nobel Laureate

SABAH, Hussein (medicine), Syria
The Arab Academy of Damascus (President)

SACHAROV, Andrei (peace, physics), USSR
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow. Nobel Laureate

SALAM, Abdus (mathematics, physics), Pakistan/Italy
Pakistan Academy of Sciences, Islamabad. The Royal Society, Nobel Laureate

SANGER, Frederick (chemistry), United Kingdom
Royal Society. Nobel Laureate

SCHELL, Walter (politics), FRG
Past President of the Federal Republic of Germany; Former Minister of Foreign Affairs, Bonn

SCHENKHOV, Seregi (biology), USSR
Institute of General Genetics, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow

SCHRAMM, Gunar (law), Iceland; Law Society of Iceland, Reykjavik

SCHUMANN, Maurice (politics, literature), France
Académie Française; Past Minister of Foreign Affairs/Science, Paris

SEABRA, José (politics, education), Portugal
Past Minister of Education, Lisbon

SEIFERT, Jaroslav (biochemical pharmacology), Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. Nobel Laureate

SELLING, Volker (history), FRG
University of Heidelberg (President); Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften

SENDOR, Blagovest (mathematics), Bulgaria
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (President), Sofia

SEGHEN, Kai (physics), Sweden
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Stockholm. Nobel Laureate

SIMON, Herbert A. (economics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington. Nobel Laureate

SINGH, Karam (politics, sciences), India
Past Minister of Health, New Delhi
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SKINNER, Burrhus (psychology, literature), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington

SNELL, George D. (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

SOBERON, Guillermo (politics, medicine), Mexico
Minister of Health and Welfare, Mexico City

SORENSEN, Bengt (philosophy), Denmark
Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters, Copenhagen

SOKOLOV, Vladimir E. (biology), USSR
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow

SOVINKA, Wole (literature), Nigeria, Nobel Laureate

SPERRY, Roger (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

SPITAEIS, Guy (politics, sociology), Belgium
Socialist Party of Belgium (President)

SRIVASTAVA, Pratap N. (biology, education), India
Inst. Natl. Science Academy, Member of Planning Commission, New Delhi

STEGMÜLLER, Wolfgang (philosophy, mathematics), FRG
Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Munich

STEINBÜCHL, Karl (cybernetics), FRG
Dr. Akademie der Naturforscher Leopoldina, Halle/Saale

SUENATSU, Hitoshi (psychometrics), Japan

SZENT-GYÖRGYI, Albert de (biology, medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

TALAMO RUSTILLOS, Gerardo (education), Venezuela
Universidad Simón Bolívar (Vice-President), Caracas

TAUBEL, Henry (chemistry), USA
National Chemical Society, Nobel Laureate

TAY, Alice (law), Australia
Intern. Ass. for Philosophy of Law and Soc. Philosophy (Vice-President), Sydney

TÉOCARIS, Pericles (engineering), Greece
Akatimia Athenon (President), Athens

TINBERGEN, Jan (economics), The Netherlands
The Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, Nobel Laureate

TINBERGEN, Nikolaas (medicine), United Kingdom
The Royal Society, London, Nobel Laureate

TING, Samuel (physics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

TODD, Lord Alexander (chemistry), United Kingdom
The Royal Society (Past President), Nobel Laureate

TONEGAWA, Susumu (medicine), Japan/USA
Japan Academy; National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

TOWNES, Charles (physics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

TUTU, Desmond, The Right Reverend (theology, peace), South Africa
Anglican Bishop of Johannesburg, Nobel Laureate

UEXKÜLL, Thure von (psychosomatic), FRG
International College of Psychosomatic Medicine

VARGAS, José (science), Brazil
Academia Brasileira de Ciências (Vice-President), Rio de Janeiro

VERHAGEN, Georges (physical chemistry), Belgium
Université Libre de Bruxelles (President)

VILLEY, Michel (philosophy of law), France
International Association for Philosophy of Law; Université Paris II

VOGEL, Bernhard (politics, politology), FRG
Prime Minister of Rheinland-Pfalz

WALD, George (biology, medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

WATSON, James D. (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

WELLER, Thomas H. (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

WIESEL, Eli (literature), USA
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Nobel Laureate

WIESEL, Torsten N. (medicine), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

WIGNER, Eugene E. (physics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

WILKINS, Maurice (medicine), United Kingdom
The Royal Society, London, Nobel Laureate

WILKINSON, Sir Geoffrey (chemistry), United Kingdom
The Royal Society, London, Nobel Laureate

WILSON, Robert W. (physics), USA
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, Nobel Laureate

ZACHER, Hans, F. (law), FRG, Bavarian Academy of Sciences
Scientific Council of Max-Planck-Society (Director), Munich